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■ System of five Imaging Atmospheric 
Cherenkov Telescopes (IACTs) 

■ Detects gamma-rays between 
20 GeV and 100 TeV 

■ Located in Namibia 

■ Four small telescopes 
in operation since 2004 (“HESS-I”) 

■ Large telescope added in 2012 (“HESS-II”)

The High Energy Stereoscopic System (H.E.S.S.)
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H.E.S.S. data analysis with open-source tools: motivation

■ H.E.S.S. has two internal analysis pipelines 
➤ Why should we move towards new tools? 

■ Upcoming Cherenkov Telescope Array (CTA) 
▪ CTA will be an observatory 
➤ open data, open analysis tools 

▪ H.E.S.S. data analysis with CTA tools… 
➤ … helps us prepare for CTA data analysis 
➤ … lets us profit from CTA developments 

■ New tools offer new analysis techniques / possibilities 
▪ 3D likelihood analysis 

▪ combination of data from different instruments 
(see presentation by Cosimo yesterday) 

■ Here: focus on high-level analysis
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CTA South

data calibration, 
event reconstruction, 
event classification

“high-level analysis”

https://indico.cern.ch/event/783425/contributions/3328757/
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High-level analysis of IACT data

■ Input: “data level 3” 
▪ Event lists 
➤ After reconstruction and gamma-hadron separation 

▪ Instrument response functions 
➤ Effective area  
➤ Point-spread function 
➤ Energy dispersion 
➤ Background acceptance 

▪ Open format specifications 
➤ https://gamma-astro-data-formats.readthedocs.io 
➤ Based on FITS format 
    (standard in astronomy since decades) 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■ Output:  
➤ maps, spectra, …

H.E.S.S. Collaboration: A search for new SNRs in the Galactic plane with H.E.S.S.

Fig. 1. TeV surface brightness maps of HESS J1534�571,
HESS J1614�518, and HESS J1912+101 in Galactic coordinates.
The maps were calculated with a correlation radius of 0.1°. An
additional Gaussian smoothing with � = 0.01° was applied to remove
artifacts. The surface brightness is expressed in units of counts above
1 TeV, assuming a power law with index �ref . The inlets show the
point spread function of the specific observations after applying
the same correlation radius and smoothing, respectively. Top panel:
HESS J1534�571, assumed �ref = 2.3. The green ellipse denotes the
outer boundary of the radio SNR G323.7�1.0 from Green et al. (2014).
Contours are 3, 4, 5, 6 � significance contours (correlation radius
0.1°). Middle panel: HESS J1614�518, assumed �ref = 2.4. The green
circle denotes the position and extent of 3FGL J1615.3�5146e from
Acero et al. (2015). Contours are 5, 7, 9, 11 � significance contours
(correlation radius 0.1°). Bottom panel: HESS J1912�101, assumed
�ref = 2.7. Contours are 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 � significance contours (correlation
radius 0.1°).

provided that the integration region is large compared to the psf.
The surface brightness maps were checked for each of the three
sources by comparing the integral flux from the maps with the
respective result of the spectral analysis.

In Fig. 1, the TeV surface brightness maps of
HESS J1534�571, HESS J1614�518, and HESS J1912+101 are
shown using an energy threshold set to 1 TeV8. The assumed
spectral indices for HESS J1614�518 and HESS J1912+101 were
fixed independently of the spectral results discussed below
and were taken from previous publications (�ref = 2.4 and 2.7;
Aharonian et al. 2006b, 2008b). For HESS J1534�571, a typical
value for Galactic sources, �ref = 2.3, was assumed. In fact, the
assumed spectral index does not influence the appearance of the
map. The reference flux, which is calculated based on the spec-
tral index, only affects the overall scale of the displayed surface
brightness (less than 5% for �� = 0.2; H.E.S.S. Collaboration
2018f). Radial and azimuthal profile representations of these
surface brightness maps including the morphological fit results
can be found in Appendix A.

2.5. Energy spectra

TeV energy spectra for each of the new shells were derived
using a forward-folding technique. Data were selected and ana-
lyzed according to the description in Sect. 2.2.2. On-source
events are extracted from circular regions centered on the best-
fit position and with radius Rout + R68% to ensure full enclosure
(R68% ⇠ 0.07° is the 68% containment radius of the psf). Source,
background, and effective area spectra with equidistant binning
in log-space are derived runwise and are summed up. Power-law
models

dN�
dE
= N0

 
E
E0

!��
(5)

are convolved with the effective area and fit to the data. The
lower fit boundary results from the image amplitude cut and
corresponding energy bias cut. The upper fit boundary is dom-
inated by the energy bias cut. The value E0 is the decorrelation
energy of the fit, i.e., the energy where the correlation between
the errors of � and N0 is minimal. All spectral parameters are
listed in Table 4.

To display unfolded spectra, bins are background-subtracted
and merged to have at least 2� per bin, and spectra are
divided by correspondingly binned effective areas. In Fig. 2,
unfolded spectra and residuals between data and the power-law
fits are shown. All three spectra are statistically compatible with
power laws. Nevertheless, the spectra of the primary analysis of
HESS J1534�571 and HESS J1912+101 as presented in Fig. 2
also show indications for curvature. A power-law model with
exponential cutoff indeed better fits the data than a simple power
law at the 3-4� level. However, the curvatures of the spectra
(in particular of HESS J1912+101) are less pronounced in the
cross-check analysis and are not significantly preferred there.
The systematic errors that have been discussed in Sect. 2.2.2 not
only lead to an error of the fitted power-law index value, but also
to a distortion of the spectral shape. With the current spectral
analysis, a more detailed description beyond a power law is not
justified.

8 Per construction, the surface brightness maps contain the information
from the entire energy range after event selection (cf. Sect. 2.2.2). The
displayed energy range can be freely chosen.
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Fig. 2. Upper boxes show the H.E.S.S. energy flux spectra of
HESS J1534�571, HESS J1614�518, and HESS J1912+101 (blue data
points with 1� statistical uncertainties), respectively. The bin size is
determined by the requirement of at least 2� significance per bin. The
solid blue lines with the gray butterflies (1� error of the fit) show the
best fit power-law models from Table 4. The Bottom boxes show the
deviation from the respective model in units of sigma, calculated as
(F�Fmodel)/�F . Systematic errors do not permit the application of more
complex models to describe the data.

3.1.2. Radio continuum emission at the position of

HESS J1912+101

In the sky area covered by HESS J1912+101, a radio SNR can-
didate G44.6+0.1 was discovered in the Clark Lake Galactic
plane survey, at 30.9 MHz (Kassim 1988). The SNR candi-
date status was confirmed through polarization detected at
2.7 GHz (Gorham 1990). However, as already discussed in
Aharonian et al. (2008b), the morphology and extension of
the radio SNR candidate and the TeV source do not match.
G44.6+0.1 is just covering part of the northwestern TeV shell

Fig. 3. Radial profile of HESS J1534�571 (H.E.S.S. TeV, blue points)
and the SNR candidate G323.7�1.0 (MGPS-2 radio synchrotron at
843 MHz, red points) using elliptical annuli. The ratio of minor and
major axes of the ellipse and the center position were both taken from
Green et al. (2014). Since Green et al. (2014) do not quote a position
angle for the ellipse, an angle of 100° of the major axis with respect to
north was estimated from the radio map. The MGPS-2 image was con-
volved with the H.E.S.S. point spread function before extraction of the
profile. Both profiles were normalized to have the same integral value.

and has an approximate elliptical shape of l ⇥ b = 410 ⇥
320 10.

The area of HESS J1912+101 was covered by the
NRAO/VLA Sky Survey (Condon et al. 1998) at 1.4 GHz.
Also, sky maps from the new Multi-Array Galactic Plane
Imaging Survey (MAGPIS; Helfand et al. 2006) that combine
VLA and Effelsberg data at 1.4 GHz were checked. The data
suffer to some extent from side lobes from bright emission in
the W49A region. No obvious counterpart to the TeV source
was found by inspecting these data.

It is possible that the radio SNR candidate G44.6+0.1 is
in fact part of a larger radio SNR corresponding to the TeV
SNR candidate, but there is no further evidence from the
data. Because of the lack of morphological correspondence
between HESS J1912+101 and G44.6+0.1, the radio SNR can-
didate is not considered a confirmed counterpart to the TeV
source, and G44.6+0.1 has therefore not been used to promote
HESS J1912+101 from a SNR candidate to a confirmed SNR.

3.1.3. Search for radio continuum emission from

HESS J1614�518

No cataloged radio SNR candidate exists in the field of
HESS J1614�518. We inspected data from the Southern Galac-
tic Plane Survey (SGPS; Haverkorn et al. 2006), obtained with
the Australia Telescope Compact Array (ATCA) at 1.4 GHz,
and from the MGPS-2 (Murphy et al. 2007) at 843 MHz. No
obvious features spatially coincident with HESS J1614�518 were
found, which is consistent with the findings by Matsumoto et al.
(2008) using data from the Sydney University Molonglo Sky
Survey (SUMSS; Bock et al. 1999). Much of the radio emis-
sion is associated with the HII regions to the western side of
HESS J1614�518 and thus likely to be thermal in nature.

3.2. GeV emission with Fermi-LAT

Given the flux of the new TeV SNR candidates, a detec-
tion of source photons also in the adjacent GeV band
10 The error of the radio position is estimated to be 0.1°, and the relative
error on the size is estimated to be 30% (Kassim 1988).
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A&A 612, A8 (2018)

https://gamma-astro-data-formats.readthedocs.io/en/latest/index.html
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H.E.S.S. data analysis with open-source tools: status

■ Task group in place since several years, working on: 
▪ exporter scripts to FITS data format 

▪ open FITS format specifications 

▪ analysis validation 

■ In the past: results obtained with open-source tools viewed 
with strong scepticism 
▪ Reliability of FITS data and tools not sufficiently demonstrated 

▪ → with few exceptions, open-source tools not used for publications 

■ This is changing now… 
▪ Tools becoming more and more sophisticated 

▪ Increasing interest to move towards CTA tools 

▪ Task group working on increasing confidence in new tools 

■ In the following: 
▪ Technical requirements for H.E.S.S. data analysis with open-source tools 

▪ Public test data release & validation paper
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A&A 612, A1 (2018)

Fig. 5. Illustration of the catalog model construction in the region of 350� to 328� in Galactic longitude. The upper panel shows the �-ray
excess counts smoothed by the PSF, the middle panel the PSF-convolved and smoothed excess model, and the lower panel the significance
map of the residuals for a point-like source hypothesis (given in sign(Flux)

p
TS). The middle panel shows examples of the steps taken in the

excess map modeling part of the source catalog procedure (see Sect. 4 for details). It starts by cutting out shell-type supernova remnants (SNRs;
RX J1713.7�3946 and the SNR candidate HESS J1614�518 in this region) and by assuming a fixed large-scale emission component. Then a multi-
Gaussian model was fitted with the significant components shown in the middle panel as thin transparent circles. Some of these were discarded
and are not part of the emission attributed to HGPS catalog sources. White circles show examples of single-component as well as multicomponent
sources. For a complete overview of all analysis regions (ROIs) and excluded sources, see Fig. A.6.

7. Measure the spectrum of each source (Sect. 4.11).
8. Associate the HGPS sources with previously published

H.E.S.S. sources and multiwavelength (MWL) catalogs of
possible counterparts (Sect. 5.1).

4.2. Poisson maximum-likelihood morphology fitting

To detect and characterize sources and to model the large-
scale emission in the Galactic plane, we used a spatially-binned
likelihood analysis based on the following generic model:

NPred = NBkg + PSF ⇤ (E · S ) , (5)

where NPred represents the predicted number of counts, NBkg
the background model created with the adaptive ring method
(described in Sect. 3.2.3), E the exposure map (see Eq. (3) in

Sect. 3.4.2), and S a two-dimensional parametric morphology
model that we fit to the data. Additionally, we took into account
the angular resolution of H.E.S.S. by convolving the flux model
with a model of the PSF of the instrument.

Assuming Poisson statistics per bin, the maximum-
likelihood fit then minimizes the Cash statistic (Cash 1979),

C = 2
X

i

�
Mi � Di log Mi

�
, (6)

where the sum is taken over all bins i, and Mi (model) represents
the expected number of counts according to Eq. (5) and Di (data)
the actual measured counts per bin.

To determine the statistical significance of a best-fit source
model compared to the background-only model, we use a
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Catalog model construction 
for the H.E.S.S. Galactic Plane Survey* 

with Gammapy

*  A&A 612, A1 (2018)
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H.E.S.S. FITS data exporter: observation index

■ Current implementation
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OBS_ID   RA_PNT   DEC_PNT    ALT_PNT    AZ_PNT   ...      OBJECT      LIVETIME  DATE-OBS    TIME-OBS   N_TELS EVENT_COUNT
          deg       deg        deg       deg     ...                     s                                               
int64   float32   float32    float32   float32   ...     bytes18      float32   bytes10     bytes12    int64     int64   
------ --------- ---------- --------- ---------- ... --------------- --------- ---------- ------------ ------ -----------
 20136  228.6125 -58.771667 51.487038  195.73102 ...        MSH15-52 1521.0269 2004-03-26 02:57:46.184      4       11243
 20137  228.6125 -59.771667  49.78384   199.6482 ...        MSH15-52  819.2054 2004-03-26 03:28:25.184      4        5693
 20151  228.6125 -58.771667 52.835342  190.97171 ...          custom  1530.479 2004-03-27 02:28:16.184      4       10722
 20275 187.27792   2.552389  53.81757  49.144917 ...          3C 273 1525.8447 2004-04-14 19:51:40.184      4       10646
 20282  228.6125 -58.771667  52.86866  169.21602 ...     MSH 15-5-02 1543.3231 2004-04-14 23:32:13.184      4       11063
 20283  228.6125 -59.771667 53.778564  175.77263 ...     MSH 15-5-02 1547.8253 2004-04-15 00:02:31.184      4        7628
 20301  228.6125 -58.771667 53.160095  171.07347 ...     MSH 15-5-02 1534.0626 2004-04-15 23:35:42.184      4       11624
 20302  228.6125 -59.771667  53.88368  177.10521 ...     MSH 15-5-02 1535.3478 2004-04-16 00:06:02.184      4       11794
 20303  228.6125 -58.771667 53.813988  183.91011 ...     MSH 15-5-02 1535.1606 2004-04-16 00:36:24.184      4       11803
 20322  228.6125 -59.771667 53.086906   170.6292 ...     MSH 15-5-02 1529.7925 2004-04-16 23:29:49.184      4       12925
 20323  228.6125 -58.771667 53.860382  176.67052 ...     MSH 15-5-02 1530.1174 2004-04-17 00:00:08.184      4       13367
 20324  228.6125 -59.771667 53.843937  183.57172 ...     MSH 15-5-02 1527.8722 2004-04-17 00:30:24.184      4       12822
 20325  228.6125 -58.771667 53.043026  189.65836 ...     MSH 15-5-02 1529.3948 2004-04-17 01:00:37.184      4       12878
 20326 259.29852 -39.762222   71.2878  154.81943 ... RXJ 1713.7-3946  1500.009 2004-04-17 01:32:21.184      4       16880
 20327 257.47733 -39.762222 73.265114   173.0282 ... RXJ 1713.7-3946  1497.074 2004-04-17 02:02:53.184      4       16995
 20339 201.36667 -42.319168  65.66224  148.75554 ...           Cen A 1494.5898 2004-04-17 21:13:47.184      4       15971
 20343  228.6125 -58.771667 52.657578  168.30562 ...     MSH 15-5-02 1529.0181 2004-04-17 23:15:42.184      4       12590
   ...       ...        ...       ...        ... ...             ...       ...        ...          ...    ...         ... 
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H.E.S.S. FITS data exporter: events list

■ Current implementation 

■ Possible improvements 
▪ Introduce EV_CLASS? 
➤ exists for Fermi data  
➤ requires update of format specifications 

▪ …?
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    EVENT_ID          TIME            RA       DEC       ENERGY  
                       s             deg       deg        TeV    
     int64          float64        float32   float32    float32  
 ------------- ------------------ --------- ---------- ----------
 1808181231761 101962602.82030201 229.23874  -58.34167 0.55890286
 1808181231778 101962602.86233354 226.88606  -58.92101  0.6710115
 1808181231793 101962602.91234565 230.85834  -57.98291  5.2125587
 1808181231871 101962603.16041279  229.7445  -60.32017  0.5505927
 1808181231873 101962603.16430616 227.88457 -60.650185  0.4242001
 1808181231920 101962603.32223964 230.81284  -59.07336 0.52716583
 1808181231987 101962603.52126741   230.767 -57.855816 0.82927954
 1808181231989  101962603.5271964  225.2312 -60.795094   1.966491
 1808181232037 101962603.71615148 232.74625 -58.818344  0.9973961
 1808181232159   101962604.136518 230.62297  -58.39907 0.37792137
 1808181232280 101962604.54519558 227.16501  -59.68531 0.39711657
 1808181232297 101962604.60105062 228.14122 -60.638012 0.44185287
 1808181232314  101962604.6587925 229.23718 -58.540577 0.39222783
 1808181232335   101962604.712075 230.52957 -57.761356 0.36581835
 1808181232336  101962604.7151413 227.86511   -57.4885 0.45009688
 1808181232344 101962604.73378491 229.66359 -59.745564   0.420972
 1808181232473  101962605.1321826 226.64604  -59.21028  0.4415344
           ...                ...       ...        ...        ... 

(n.b. more event information is available in principle, 
but currently not included by default)
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H.E.S.S. FITS data exporter: effective area

■ Current implementation 
▪ 6 offset angles: [ 0.0, 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0, 2.5 ] deg 

▪ Energy range: [ 0.01 - 100 ] TeV 

▪ 24 bins / decade in energy 

▪ Smoothed with polynomial fit 

■ Problems 
▪ No automated check for robustness of smoothing fit 

■ Possible improvements 
▪ Implement automatic checks 

▪ Use better smoothing algorithms
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■ Current implementation 
▪ 6 offset angles: [ 0.0, 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0, 2.5 ] deg 

▪ Energy range: [ 0.01 - 100 ] TeV 

▪ 8 bins / decade in energy 

▪ 144 bins in angle (fine → coarse) 

▪ No smoothing applied 

■ Problems 
▪ Statistical noise 

■ Possible improvements 
▪ Tested analytical descriptions (King profile, triple Gaussian) 
➤ have their own issues, generally not a better description 

▪ Denoising / smoothing algorithms 
➤ “Anisotropic smoothing” (proposal by Axel)?  
➤ Kernel density estimation?

H.E.S.S. FITS data exporter: point-spread function
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https://github.com/adonath/notebooks-public/blob/master/psf-denoising.ipynb
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■ Current implementation 
▪ 6 offset angles: [ 0.0, 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0, 2.5 ] deg 

▪ Energy range: [ 0.01 - 100 ] TeV 

▪ 24 bins / decade in energy 

▪ 160 bins in Ereco / Etrue (bin width of 3%) 

▪ No smoothing applied 

■ Problems 
▪ Statistical noise 

(n.b. this has even been an issue in the CTA 1DC!) 

■ Possible improvements 
▪ Denoising / smoothing algorithms 

(very likely similar solution as for the PSF)

H.E.S.S. FITS data exporter: energy dispersion
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■ Current implementation 
▪ One value, specified for each observation 

▪ Energy bias <10% for source at 1 deg offset from pointing 

■ Problems 
▪ Source offset is often not 1 deg 

▪ Analysis may require acceptable energy bias 
across entire field-of-view 

▪ Specify validity of IRFs or recommended analysis threshold? 

■ Possible improvements 
▪ Offset-dependent thresholds 
➤ would solve first two problems 
➤ not foreseen in format specifications so far 

▪ Give values for IRF validity and recommended analysis threshold?

H.E.S.S. FITS data exporter: safe energy threshold
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■ Current implementation 
▪ None 

■ Open questions 
▪ Assumption of radial symmetry w.r.t. pointing position 

(2D vs 3D model) 

▪ Required accuracy (heavily depends on analysis…) 

▪ Coordinate system definition for 3D model 
➤ ctools expects RA/Dec-aligned system 
➤ Gammapy expects Alt/Az-aligned system 

■ Short-term solution 
▪ Provide simple 2D acceptance for several 

zenith angle bins 

▪ Development of a more sophisticated model 
is underway (more later)

H.E.S.S. FITS data exporter: background acceptance
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H.E.S.S. first public test data release

■ https://www.mpi-hd.mpg.de/hfm/HESS/pages/dl3-dr1 
https://zenodo.org/record/1421099 
https://arxiv.org/abs/1810.04516 

■ Released in September 2018 
(multi-year effort!) 

■ Provides “real” IACT data in  
FITS format for the first time 

■ Small dataset, for testing purposes 

■ Aims 
▪ Support development of open-source tools 

and format specifications 

▪ Provide IACT data for non-experts 

▪ Prepare analysis of H.E.S.S. FITS data
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FITS data 
Data level 3, public test release 1 
September 2018

https://www.mpi-hd.mpg.de/hfm/HESS/pages/dl3-dr1
https://zenodo.org/record/1421099
https://arxiv.org/abs/1810.04516
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H.E.S.S. first public test data release

■ Data sets 

■ Notes 
▪ All data were taken with the HESS-I array (i.e., with the four small telescopes) 

▪ “std” configuration: “Hillas-style” analysis 
➤ no sophisticated gamma-hadron separation or reconstruction techniques 

▪ Quality of instrument response functions not always optimal 

▪ Use for scientific publications not permitted
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Source Type Size Livetime Period

Crab nebula PWN Point-like 1.9 h 2004

PKS 2155-304 AGN Point-like 9.8 h 2006/2008

MSH 15-52 PWN Small 9.1 h 2004

RX J1713.7-3946 SNR Large 7.0 h 2004

Off data - - 20.7 h 2004/2005

2.1 Overview 5

Figure 2.1: Summary of parameters for the 60 observation runs in this data release. The parameters
for the 45 off runs are not shown. Offset angle is the sky separation between the pointing position
and the target. Muon efficiency is explained in Section 4.1.2, deadtime fraction in Section 3.3 and
safe energy threshold in Section 4.2.2. The number of events is for all energies and the whole field
of view.
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H.E.S.S. first public test data release

■ Data sets 

■ Notes 
▪ All data were taken with the HESS-I array (i.e., with the four small telescopes) 

▪ “std” configuration: “Hillas-style” analysis 
➤ no sophisticated gamma-hadron separation or reconstruction techniques 

▪ Quality of instrument response functions not always optimal 

▪ Use for scientific publications not permitted
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Source Type Size Livetime Period

Crab nebula PWN Point-like 1.9 h 2004

PKS 2155-304 AGN Point-like 9.8 h 2006/2008

MSH 15-52 PWN Small 9.1 h 2004

RX J1713.7-3946 SNR Large 7.0 h 2004

Off data - - 20.7 h 2004/2005

2.1 Overview 5

Figure 2.1: Summary of parameters for the 60 observation runs in this data release. The parameters
for the 45 off runs are not shown. Offset angle is the sky separation between the pointing position
and the target. Muon efficiency is explained in Section 4.1.2, deadtime fraction in Section 3.3 and
safe energy threshold in Section 4.2.2. The number of events is for all energies and the whole field
of view.

Please, make use of this and 

let us know what should be improved!
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H.E.S.S. “FITS validation paper”

■ Technical paper with two main goals: 
▪ Validation of FITS data and open-source tools 

▪ Exploration of template-based, 3D (“cube-style”) 
likelihood analysis 

■ Strategy: 
▪ Perform “standard” high-level analyses with 

open-source tools and compare to 
H.E.S.S.-internal analysis software 

▪ Develop new background acceptance model 
and apply it in 3D likelihood analysis 

▪ Use public test data 
→ well-understood sources 
with different morphologies 

■ Important not only to increase confidence in open-source tools within H.E.S.S. Collaboration 
▪ Also demonstrates capability of tools to work well with “real” IACT data 

(in contrast to the CTA data challenge, which used simulated data) 
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ABSTRACT

In classical analyses of gamma-ray data from Imaging Atmospheric Cherenkov Telescopes (IACT) such as H.E.S.S., aperture pho-
tometry, i.e. photon counting, is applied in a (typically circular) region of interest (RoI) encompassing the source. A key element in
the analysis is to estimate the amount of background in the RoI due to residual cosmic ray-induced air showers in the data. Various
standard background estimation techniques have been developed in the last decades, most of them relying on a measurement of the
background from source-free regions within the observed field-of-view. However, in particular in the Galactic plane, source analysis
and background estimation are hampered by the large number of (sometimes overlapping) gamma-ray sources and large-scale di↵use
gamma-ray emission.
For complicated field-of-views, template analysis might be superior to classical analysis. In the template approach, a spectromorpho-
logical model template, consisting of one or multiple source components and a background component, is fit to the gamma-ray data,
resulting in a complete spectral and spatial description of the field-of-view. For the application to IACT data, the major challenge of
such approach is the construction of a robust background model.
In this work, we apply template analyses to various test data recently made public by the H.E.S.S. collaboration, using the open
analysis frameworks ctools and Gammapy. First, we show that, when using these tools in a classical analysis approach and comparing
to the proprietary H.E.S.S. analysis framework, virtually identical high-level analysis results, such as field-of-view maps, spectra and
lightcurves, are obtained. We then describe the construction of a generic background model from data of H.E.S.S. observations, and
demonstrate that template analysis using this background model yields high-level analysis results that are highly compatible with
those obtained from the classical analyses. This validation of the template analysis approach on experimental data is an important step
towards using this method for IACT data analysis, and in particular for the analysis of data from the upcoming Cherenkov Telescope
Array (CTA).
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1. Introduction

Introduction.
Crab 2006 paper: F. Aharonian et al. (2006)
MSH 15-52 paper: F. Aharonian et al. (2005)
RX J1713 paper: H. Abdalla et al. (2018c)
PhD thesis Michael Mayer: Mayer (2014)
H.E.S.S. test data release: H. Abdalla et al. (2018b)
Open data format specs: Deil et al. (2018)
Template paper by Gavin: Rowell (2003)
Vela X paper: A. Abramowski et al. (2012)
Template spectrum paper: Fernandes et al. (2014)
Arc source paper: H. Abdalla et al. (2018a)
gammalib & ctools paper: Knödlseder et al. (2016)
Gammapy proceedings: Deil et al. (2017)
The properties of the analysed data set are listed in Table 1.

2. Validation of Standard Background Estimation

Techniques

Background methods paper: Berge et al. (2007).
The settings used in the analyses are listed in Table 2.

2.1. Ring Background Method

2.1.1. Maps

A comparison of maps for MSH 15-52 derived with HAP and
Gammapy is shown in Figure 1. A comparison of maps for
RX J1713.7-3946 derived with HAP and ctools is shown in Fig-
ure 2.

Figure 3 displays the significance distribution for this map.

2.1.2. Point spread function

Figure 4 shows a ✓2 distribution for the Crab nebula obtained
with Gammapy, illustrating that the PSF stored in the FITS files
is valid.

2.2. Reflected Background Method

2.2.1. Energy Spectra

An example spectrum is shown in Figure 5. A comparison of
spectra derived for the other sources can be found in Appendix
A.
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H.E.S.S. “FITS validation paper”: maps

■ Significance maps derived with ring background method 
▪ Background map: open-source tool 

▪ Contour lines: H.E.S.S.-internal analysis software
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H.E.S.S. “FITS validation paper”: spectra

■ Energy spectra derived with reflected background method 
▪ Results virtually identical when using the same algorithms 

▪ Compatible with published spectra
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H.E.S.S. “FITS validation paper”: background model

■ Strategy 
▪ Determine background from archival data 

▪ Bin observations according to zenith / azimuth of pointing 

▪ Average rate in field-of-view coordinate system 
(excluding contributions from source regions) 

▪ Transform to celestial coordinate system 

▪ Apply smoothing algorithm 

▪ Correct for precise zenith angle and atmospheric transparency
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H.E.S.S. “FITS validation paper”: 3D likelihood analysis

■ Application example: PKS 2155-304 

■ Extended sources are work in progress…

"20
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H.E.S.S. “FITS validation paper”: 3D likelihood analysis

■ Application example: PKS 2155-304 

■ Extended sources are work in progress…
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Summary

■ H.E.S.S. data analysis with open-source tools: motivation and status 

■ Technical requirements 
▪ Open data format specifications 

▪ Status and problems of FITS exporter 

▪ Ideas for improvements (IRF quality, energy thresholds, background acceptance) 

■ What are we doing to make H.E.S.S. data analysis with open-source tools reality? 
▪ H.E.S.S. public test data release 
‣ small release of data taken on well-known sources 
‣ provides IACT data in FITS format for the first time 
‣ support development of format specifications and open-source analysis tools 

▪ H.E.S.S. FITS validation paper 
‣ validate results obtained with open-source analysis tools 
‣ explore 3D likelihood analysis provided by open-source tools 
‣ coming soon!
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FITS data 
Data level 3, public test release 1 
September 2018
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Backup slides

■ Background model at different energies
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Backup slides

■ Correction for atmospheric transparency
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